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nabulists, bibliographers, and historians of printing.
Proctor excluded Hebrew books
(though he provided numbers) from
the Catalogue oj Books Printed in the
XVth Century Now in the British Museum, but David Goldstein aims to fill
that void. This census of Hebrew incunabula in the British Isles is a steppingstone to finding copies for comparison,
near home, that will enable him better
to describe the copies that are in the
British Library.
Goldstein follows the style of F.R.
Goff, Incunables in American Li-
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Goldstein, David. Hebrew In cunables
in the British Isles: A Preliminary
Census. London: The British Library, 1985 . 42p. $14.25 paper.
ISBN 0-7123-0047-3.
Incunabula have a spccial fa,cination even for those who are around
books all the time. Hebrew incunabula
have still another dimension-they are
exotic to all but a handful of specialists.
So, Hebrew incunabula, like Hebrew
books of later periods, have, to a great
extent, been bypassed by general incu-

Paul S. Koda is an Associate Professor at the School of Library and Information Science at the
Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C.
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braries , a Third Census . .. (New
York, 1964) and the order of "A ShortTitle Catalogue of the Hebrew Incunabies ... " (hereafter "STC") in Herrmann MZ. Meyer's Jerusalem,
1967-1969, reprint of Thesaurus typographiae hebraicae saeculi xv, edited
by Aron Freimann and Moses Marx
(Berlin, 1924-1931), which is chronologically arranged by country, city,
and printer. He provides concordances
to Proctor's numbers, to Goff, and to
the "STC" of Meyer. Because of the unusual order, indexes of authors and titles would also have been useful.
A few statistics may help to put
this census into perspective. Meyer's
"STC," the fullest by far of lists of Hebrew incunabula, records 191 editions.
"STC" has been criticized for identifying dozens of fragments as fifteenthcentury Spanish or Portuguese editions. Jews were expelled from Spain in
1492 and from Portugal in 1496-1497;
and the Iberian Hebrew type was used
again in places like Fez, Salonika, and
Constantinople in the sixteenth century. It is likely, then, that many
"STC" entries are Sixteenth-century
fragments, and the number of real
fifteenth-century Hebrew editions is
not greater than 150 . Goldstein has
listed a remarkable 106 editions in 398
copies and twenty-five fragments in
twenty-four British libraries, the Bodleian and the British Library being the
major repositories. Goff, by comparison, rec6rds 127 editions in American
libraries. Two of Goldstein's entries (69
and 71) and five of Goff's (11 , 74, 97,
121, and 123) are noted as sixteenthcentury editions, and some other entries in each census are, "STC" fashion,
ascribed to the fifteenth century without convincing evidence.
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Goldstein's entries, following
Goff, include short Hebrew titles, authors, translated titles, imprint, format
(folio, octavo, etc.), references to the
incunabula literature, and locations in
Britain, but including the Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem because Goldstein thought it
"would be useful." Imperfections of
copies are often noted. sometimes in
detail; and shelf marks of British Library copies are given . The voluminous detail is handled without signifi-
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cant error,

The short descriptions and the
many references follow Goff and
"STC," and yet there are many unexplained choices when Goff and "STC"
differ in detail and even differences
from both. Goldstein, like most others
in this field , makes his judgments without explaining why. Perhaps it is not
fair to ask that he provide reamns in a
census, but one hopes that, when he
gets to his detailed descriptions, he will
document his decisions , making his
work a new starting point and model ,
so that future researchers will not have
to check and recheck the many redundant references.
Hebrew incunabula were printed
only in Italy, Spain, Portugal, and
Constantinople; but they were early in
those countries, and Hebrew printing
in Constantinople in 1493 antedated
all other languages by many years. Hebrew incunabula merit at least artifactual study by bibliographers and historians who may find useful Adri K.
Offen berg's "Literature on Hebrew Incunabula Since the Second World
War" in the Hellinga Festschrift (Amsterdam, 1980).-Herbert C. ZaJren,
Hebrew Union College-Jewj,h Institute oj Religion , Cincinnati.
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Kapr, Albert. The Art oj Lettering:
The History, Anatomy, and Aesthetics oj the Roman Letter Forms.
Translated from the German by Ida
Kimber. Munchen; New York: K.G.
Saur, 1983. 470p. Illustrations (some
colored). $75. ISBN 3-598-10464-2.
In his introduction to the published version of his Lyell Lectures entitled A View oj Early Typography Up to
About 1600 (Oxford, 1969) Harry
Carter wrote: "So far, I think it is fair
to say, only those bibliographers who
specialized in the incunabula have paid
much attention to type; but lately there
have been signs that others concerned
with books of a more recent time have
come to appreciate its value at least as
an indication of the origin of a piece of
printed matter." Harry Carter was
right. Increasingly , students of the
book are turning their attention to the
study of letterforms, type, and typefounding and the resulting scholarship
multiplies and flourishes.
Rare book librarians, bibliographers, and collectors have come to realize that identifying the types in a book
is a mandatory element in the preparation of a full bibliographical description. Yet, this knowledge is not easily
acquired. Technical and physical requirements must be grasped; various
national lettering patterns and fashions
must be understood; aesthetic developments in the arts must be applied to lettering; and, above all, the eye must be
trained to distinguish the subtleties
that differentiate fonts of letters.
Among those works that include
general histories of letters and types, I
have used and come to appreciate more
and mare Donald Anderson's The Art
oj Written Forms (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, [1969]). Now
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the student of types has another work
available-Albert KapTs The Art of
Lettering: The /-/i<;tory. Anatomy. and
Aesthetics of the Roman Letter Forms
(English translation of his Schriftkumt:
Geschichte. Ana/omic. rmd Schonl,,'it
der lateinischen Bw:h,·tahen. Dresden:
Verlag der Kunst, VEB, 1976.)
In his many writings Kapr has
dealt mainly with typography and
book design so it comes as no surprise to

find that this book is most interesting
and solid when he treats these topics.
Since the German and English editions
state that the work is about roman letters, the reader is somewhat surprised

to find extensive information on black
letter, italic, and ornamented types. As
a general history of lettering and type
design the book complements Anderson's work and is a source that librari-

ans and bibliographers will want to
. turn to for easily acce,sible specimens,
brief descriptions, and historical context. The subtitle only muddies the water and fails to express the full usefulness of this book.
Because letters and types are visual forms, any general history must
show a variety of tbe letters described.

five chapters which stand up as wellformed essays developing practical applications out of the history of letters:
"Problems of Legibility"; "On the
Metamorphosis of the Twenty-Six Phonetic Symbols"; "On the Anatomy of
Roman Letters"; "The Revival of Calligraphy"; "Characteristics of Selected
Typefaces of the Present."
The volume concludes with over
100 pages of type specimens which
make a logical section of the book only
when it is seen., a self-contained reference book. One wonders if it is necessary to duplicate what is easily found in
The Encyclopedia of Typefaces and
elsewhere. As an additional apparatus,
a list of illustration captions is included
at the end, enhancing the reference
valueof the work. Also, for this English
edition a short list of recent English-

Samuel Beckett
THE LOST ONES
a limited folio edition

Kapr's work is extraordinary in this re-

gard. Of the 470 pages in this m.,sive
book only 117 pages have text and even
many of the,e text pages carry illustrations ofletters and type. The number of
illustrations certainly overpowers the
text. Perhaps this is., it should be. The
reader in moving from illustration to illustration gets a good sense of type development. The text acts ., a serie, of
captions describing the illustrations.
This feature makes it difficult to read
the book from cover to cover. Though
much of the book is a reference tool on
letterforms, Kapr at the end includes
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language works on typography has
been appended to the bibliography of
principally German works found in the
1976 German edition.-Peter M.
VanWingen, Library of Congress.
Malval, Fritz J., compo A Guide to the
Archives of Hampton institute.
Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press,
1985. iii , 599p. $75 . LC 85-5599;
ISBN 0-313-24968-7.
Located on an arm of the Chesapeake Bay near Fort Monroe, Hampton Institute opened its doors in April
of 1868. Under the sponsorship of the
American Missionary Association the
school brought to its campus a select
group of young Black men and women,
many of whom had been recently freed
from the bonds of slavery . With a
former Union general, Samuel Chap-
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man Armstrong, as its first principal,
Hampton sought to train teachers and
leaders who would go out into Black
communities championing the ideals of
self-support and character-building.
Like many academic institutions
founded prior to the twentieth century, Hampton Institute had many of
its records housed in many bUildings
throughout campus. So it was not too
surprising when consultants, Paul W.
Gates, Lester J. Cappon and Edith
Mead Fox in a 1967 study recommended that an archives be established
to centralize and "make available for
research the various papers and impressive number of records documenting the history of the Institute." By the
end of 1972 Hampton had surveyed its
records and moved them into an archives on the third-floor addition of the
Collis P. Huntington Memorial Library.
The Guide to the Archives includes descriptions of thirty-four record groups and sub-groups of Hampton
Institute; the descriptions are followed
by indexes of each record group and a
general index. Noteworthy among the
Institute's holdings are the records of
the Trustees, many of whose names are
listed in Who Was Who in America.
But of equal importance to these documents of people in high places, are
other Institute records which reveal
contributions of Black educators and
graduates who have been ignored by
conventional history.
The compiler of the Guide along
with the National Endowment for the
Humanities are to be congratulated for
prodUCing a work which will better enable historians and other researchers to
explore the rich holdings of the Institute's five million items {including
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more than forty thousand photographs). The $75 cost of this volume
could have been reduced and the indexing could have been made easier for
readers to use, had the publisher included only a single, comprehensive index of two-column width instead of tiSing over four hundred pages for a
one-column, separate index for each
record group. Despite the criticism. libraries and interested individuals will
want this volume on their shelves in order to locate valuahle source material
in one of the largest and most comprehensive repositories reflecting the history and culture of Black people in the
United States. -!lic1lard A. Shrader_
University oj North Ca rolirw at Chapel
Hill.
Schreyer, Alice D., cd. Hare Books
1983-84: Trends. Co/lections,
SOllrees. New York and London:
R.R. Bowker Co., 1984. 58 11'.
$49.95. LC 84-17433 1. ISBN 08352-1756-6.
In retrospect, l!l83 seems to have
been a watershed year in rare book librarianship. The field at last went
public-revealing a coherence and
sense of purpose lon g fermenting
among its own practitioners but not
necessarily well known to or understood by the library world at large.
This was true not only in the professionalization of activities but also in the
growing recognition of the history of
the book as a viable subject for scholarly enquiry. The year saw the establishment of the summer Rare Book
School at Columbia's School of Library
Service and of the Program in the History of the Book in American Culture
at the American Antiquarian Society.
Important titles had recently appeared
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not only in the fields of bibliography
and books about books but also on such
critical issues as rare book cataloguing
standards, conservation, and deaccessioning. The Oberlin Conference on
Theft was held; the Bibliographical Society of America initiated a fellowship
program; the first phase of the Eighteenth Century Short Title Catalogue
came to an end; the Wilson Library
Bulletin devoted its October 1983 issue
to rare book librarianship.
Besides librarians and manuscript
curators, the constituency of the relatively small rare book world includes
collectors, antiquarian booksellers,
and some scholars in analytical and
textual bibliography. Sources of information vary greatly in scope, format ,
and availability; word of mouth has
been an essential means of communication; and a grasp of the field's components can seem maddeningly elusive to
newcomers. Activity in 1983 was such
that the Bowker Company, presumably in the person of Jean Peters, recognized the publishing opportunity of
producing a reference tool for the rare
book world on a pattern similar to the
Bowker Annual of Library & Book
Trade Information, now in its 30th edition. Alice Schreyer, who in 1983 began a guide to Library of Congress resources for the study of the history of
books, was chosen to edit this "first in a
projected series." The result is a valuable compendium which any rare book
librarian would wish to have within
easy reach. Contributors were asked to
comment on activities and trends of
1983; the 1984 may have been added to
the title in order to seem up to date at
the time of publication in late June
1984; at the end of 1985, the contents
still have an air of currency.
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The first third of t Ill' \'()111!1le offors
an overview (If rec('llt developments in
nineteen authoritativl' e~!<iays contrib·
uted by persons whost' kno\\')cclge and
opinions an'l1lost Iik('iy to he sought after. Of the :-;cvell illformative reports
from the fidd - covL'rill~ the trude.
auctions. coli(·d in g. and institutiollal
collections - thl' iOllg<.-'st and most pro-

vocative is that of Will iam Matheson
on institutional collections in the
United Slates. incorporating views
from forty-six rarc hook librarians
around til<.' conntry Oil the present and
future administration and holdings of
the collections for which they arc responsible. In addition to noting important acquisitions and exhibit ions of

1983, Matheson asks

liS

tn think about

the areas we collect in, their implica-

tions for budget and biblioJ.(raphic con-

the rare hook world," according to a
Bowker publicity release, it incl udes
information about educational opportunities, associations, directories of

allctioneers, appraisers, and dealers,
and a directory of rare book and manuscript li braries. Use of any directory is
enhanced by an explanat ion of how it
was compiled and who the intended
audience is. If such explanations, here
lacking, are prepared in advance, they
might affect compilation and editing.
The list of fellowships is helpful
hut incomplete, making only passing
reference to those sponsored by research libraries. The five-page geographically arranged list of programs
and courses does not adequately reflect
what is going on, giving equal space to
library schools listing a history of books
and printing course (given by whom?

trol , how we treat donors past and

present. and the IIses to which our collections are put. His essay is required
reading: [or any rare hook librarian, a."i

is that of Stephcn Paul Davis on recent
work in automation . Trends in Cana-

dian and British institlltions are described by Richard Landon and John
Feather respectively; a simil ar report
from Australia and New Zealand
would have heen wclcome. As might
be expected, Messrs. Tanselle, Traister, and Van Wingen present excellent
narrative reviews of the literature on

biblioJ.(raphy and editing, books about
books and cxhibition catalogues, and
relevant periodicals; Ca rolyn Harris
includes another in her essay on preservation .

The remaining two-thirds of the
volume is ambitious but weaker, showing signs of the haste with which the
work must have been produced. "Representing a virtual 'yellow pages' for
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how often?) and those with solid offerings. Associations are represented by
two brief essays on ACRL's Rare Books
and Manuscripts Section and on the Society of American Archivists (an explanation of what the latter offers rare
book librarians might better have been
written by a rare book librarian) and
by a skimpy and unsatisfying name and
address list of twenty associations of interest, excluding those in which membership is invitational. Since associations, whether invitational or not, are
so central to the functioning of the rare
book world, this list could have been
one of the best features of the booknoting dates of founding, aims, costs of
membership, type and frequency of
publications and meetings, and in
some cases regional chapters. It should
certainly attempt to include at least
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those friends of libraries groups that
have broad-based memberships and
appeal.
Do we need yet another directory
of antiquarian booksellers? This one,
together with its indexes of specialties
and of names, takes up nearly half the
volume's bulk, contributing to its unfortunately high cost (now ten dollars
above the publication price). Of more
practical use might have been a review
essay on the directories already available, from free regional leaflets on up,
noting their strengths and weaknesses
and explaining how to get them. The
geographically arranged list of appraisers, many of whom are dealers, is
useful, particularly for referrals, but
where did it come from? Could we not
be told more about them than their
names, addresses, and telephone numbers? Since appraisal is a perennially
thorny problem, such a directory
might well be accompanied by essays
from both trade and institutional viewpoints, outlining approaches, ethics,
tax code provisions, perhaps reprinting
the ACRL standards. The two-page list
of auctioneers of literary property says
nothing about specialties, frequency of
auctions, or issuance of the catalogues
that are such important references for
the field.
The eighty-page directory of rare
book and manuscript libraries is an interesting attempt and useful as far as it
goes, covering more than three hundred separate entities in this country
and Canada, with succinct notes on
holdings, scope, published guides,
budget, and access policy. Compiling
such a directory is no easy task and depends greatly on the people responding
to it. What were the criteria for inclusion? That of special libraries is partic-
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ularlyerratic. Ideas of how to compile
the next directory are generated by this
one, both in itself and in comparison
with existing tools like the American
Library Directory. Gale's Directory of
Special Libraries and In fo rm at ion
Centers, or the 1978 Directory of Archives and Manuscript Repositories.
The questionnaire might also query the
existence of Friends groups. newsletters, lectures and events, ex hibiti on
catalogues and checklists. sales shops.
printing presses. grant projects. local
computer use, conservation activities.
the administrative placement of rare
book cataloguing. From replies, new
essays or indexes might be found appropriate.
The spread of information, byoffering us a context for our own activi-

ties, helps us all to function better.
Heretofore, the rare book world has
had no one gu ide to "t rends. coll ections, sources." Ilare Books 1983-84.
full of details and attitudes that used to
take years to compile and absorb, provides an excell ent start , a start that
shows us that it could be done and that
it should be cont inu ed . We can be
grateful to Bowker and Schreyer for attempting to reach and inform not onl y
the field's current practitioners but also
a broader audience including new collectors and dealers, librarians having
part-time responsibility for ra re boob
and special collections, li brary and institutional adm inist rators . and even
our families and friends. -Elizabeth
A. Swaim, Wesleyan Unioersity.
Williams, Moelwyn I. , cd. A Directory
of Rare Book alld Special Collections
in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. London: Library
Association, 1985. xiii, 664 p. $135
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(from O ryx Press. 2214 North Gentral at Encanto, Phoenix. AZ 85004).
ISBN 0-85365-646-0.
Special collections librarians long
ago became awa re that no one of their
collections could claim "completeness"
in any but the most strictly limited of
fields. Since the structures to facilitate
in ter- institution al access to rare or

unique materials did not exist, it became incumbent upon librarians who
cared for these materials to learn as
much as they could about otber repositories with h oldings that complemented their own in order better to inform their use rs about related
resources. Reference service in special
collect ions has become a matter not
onl y of gUiding readers to the tools that
make possible access to one's own hold-
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ings; it is also a matter of guiding readers to resources held by others.
Such guidance is partly dependent
on a degree of personal familiarity with
other libraries. But no one can get
everywhere or remember everything,
and such work is-like all reference
work-heavily dependent on the availability and reliability of reference
tools. These range from the great National Union Catalog: Pre-1956 Imprints and the BM, BN, and NYPL catalogues to such highly specific
guides-which mayor may not be as
good-as those recently published to
16th century books in the University of
Aberdeen Library (Oxford, 1979) or
William Clarkin's to Matthew Carey's
publications (New York, 1984).
One must therefore rejoice that
the (British) Library Association's Rare
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Books Group has published-after seventeen years of discussion and work,
and the death of one of the project's
principal instigators-a highly successful guide to special collections in the
United Kingdom and Ireland. Far
though it may be from perfection, it is
nonetheless better than anything else
available-indeed, one can think of little else to which it might be compared.
NUC already purports to represent another nation's library resources. But
the differences between a one-volume
discursive guide to special collections
arranged by city within county or
country and an 800-plus volume guide
to individual titles, in or out of special
collections, need no elaboration here.
An American confronting this volume will find it full of rewards. It also
contains some surprises. Of its 662 text
pages, more than 290-some 45 % of
the whole-are devoted to the resources held in one city alone. The decaying imperial capital on the banks of
the Potomac would not be so dominant
a presence in an analogous survey of
American special collections as this
guide portrays the decayed imperial
capital on the banks of the Thames.
But instead of London, let me take
as exemplary the section on Oxford.
Brief entries for the college libraries are
supplemented by reference to Paul
Morgan's indispensable Oxford Libraries Outside the Bodleian, 2nd ed.
(1980); telephone numbers , hours,
closing dates, and regulations governing admission are noted; succinct sum-

maries of collections are provided; internal or published catalogues and
gUides are noticed. One would have
welcomed (as throughout the volume)
relevant names of appropriate personnel. But since people have an unpleas-
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ant habit of moving or dying, provision
of such names might merely have appeared to date the volume prematurely.
Some twenty pages arc devoted to
the Bodleian (almost half of the Oxfordshire section). General information
about the library L, followed by an extensivelist of bibliographical and historical references in a variety of fields (general catalogues of printed booh. spL'Cial
catalogues and guides, newspapers and
periodicals, Oxfordshire bibliography
and printing, and bindings). Various
departmental divisions structure the
summaries: Printed Books (Westcrn),
Oriental Books, Law, Radcliffe Sci('l1cc
Library, Rhodes House, and two private collections not in the Bodleian to
which Bodley controls access (uncommonly, a personal name is providcd for
those seeking access to one of these collections). Within Printed Book, (Western) particularly, a further breakdown
by collections is provided. Thus a reader
can learn, inter alia, about the Broxbourne, Douce, John Johnson, Malone,
Mus. Bib., or Tanncr collections, and
here again are found pertinent bibliographical citations to fuller di.,e"",ions.
Even one largely unprocessed collection, Walter Harding's, is described, and in checking the utility of
the index I was pleased to sec that it
could be located by anyone concerned
with music, song, or poetry who had
failed to remember (as I had) Harding's
name, or even to have previously heard
of it. A person interested in the Henaissance poet Michael Drayton will he
quickly led to the Jucl-Jensen Collection and given citations to four fuller
discussions of it. The index also leads a
reader easily to Libri Hungarici (and
another four citations) on the facing
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page. The volume is usable, in short.
But these entries are not satisfactory in all respects. Conspicuously underrepresented in the Bodleian section,
and inconsistently treated throughout
the volume, are manuscript collections. In his "Introduction," Williams
remarks that "only those manuscript
collections in libraries which relate to
their rare book collections (and which
enrich the total information about
them) have been included in the DirectOfY" (I'. ix). Clearly, a great deal of
leeway has been allowed pure subjectivity in this regard.
I have had occa,ion to use some of
the Bodleian's Elias Ashmole collection , am familiar with at least a portion
of the manuscripts in it, and should
have judged their relation to Ashmole's
printed book. as relatively important. I
am therefore mildly distressed to find
their treatment slighted in the summary of the Ashmole Collection. (A
colleague who works extensively with
.~omc of these same manuscripts will be
!L·ss distressed to find her secrets still out
of the puhlic domain. But the interests
of scholars and librarians are not always congruent.) One unhappy result
of this omission is a failure to indicate
at all the important medical history
materials located in Ashmole, even
though Michael MacDonald's Mystical
Bedlam (Cambridge, 1981) has recently shown its importance; and I
have found no reference at all to William H. B1ack's 184.5 Catalogue or W.
D. Macray's 1866 Index to the Catalogue of the Ashmole MSS. All these
omissions obscure the significance of
the curious detail that "c146 of
Ashmole's volumes contain the signature of William Lilly (Merlinus Anglicanus, 1602-81 )" (I'. 435) , mentioned
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without any obvious reason or explanatory context.
Similarly, it is very difficult to
imagine the reader interested in going
to Bodley for less esoteric subjects-let
us suppose a reader out of fashion
enough to be interested in English poetry from the sixteenth through the
eighteenth centuries-so dipsy as to fail
to respond to news of a guide to Bodley's English poetry manuscripts (Margaret Crum's First-Line Index, Oxford, 1969). Does such a guide really
fail to "relate" to Bodley's rare book
collections? Might it not have been
mentioned?
By contrast, although only
slightly more than two pages are given
over to description of the holdings of
Cambridge University Library's special collections-one does not know
how to account for this disparity with
the twenty pages given Bodley-about
25 % of the total entry provides references to CUL's manuscript holdings (p.
27). Manuscripts are also treated more
fully than for Bodley in the summary of
The British Library.
The pattern of entry described
above for Oxford is more or less representative of entries throughout the volume, although the variations suggested
by the differences between the Bodleian and Cambridge University Library summaries will already have sufficiently indicated that the organizers
of this work allowed room for individual variations. Most entries are far
shorter, of course, than those for the
BL, the National Library of Scotland,
or the other great libraries represented
in the Directory; that for Cambridge
University Library is, in the great library league, almost eccentrically laconic.

It is difficult for an American to
estimate the comprehensiveness of the
Directory's coverage. The Bromley
Public Libraries (Bromley, Kent) and
the Goldsmiths' Library (University of
London) are both credited with collections devoted to H. G. Wells; but the
(admittedly much smaller) collection
of Wells at the Polytechnic of North
London is unmentioned (indeed, I cannot find any mention of that institution
at all). The summary of the collections
at King's College, Cambridge, refers
repeatedly to the manuscripts that live
there; but so heavy is the emphasis in
the summary and in the bibliographical references on modern literary manuscripts (Rupert Brooke, E. M. Forster, the Bloomsbury group generally,
C. R. Ashbee, T. S. Eliot) that it is hard
to imagine a user of this volume who
will read other more generalized references to "manuscripts" as suggestive of
the presence of, for instance, medieval
and Renaissance medical manuscripts
at King's. Yet there they are. Perhaps
they were not felt to represent a
strength worth particular mention;
they were, however, sufficient for a
small exhibition during the summer of
1985. One must suppose that other
such lacunae are much more frequent
than one's limited knowledge reveals.
But such lacunae are inevitable in
a project of this sort. They must not be
so overemphasized as to suggest that
the Directory is anything other than indispensable. It belongs on the reference
shelves of general libraries and special
collections serving research-oriented
readers whose needs may eventually
take them to the United Kingdom or
Ireland. More information of varied
sorts is packed into this volume than is
available in the very differently orga-
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nized guide to Suhject Col/ectiolls in
American libraries compiled by Lee
Ash (6th ed., New York, 1(85). Unlike
that reference, this Directory is
readable-or at least browsable. So
packed with bibliographical references
is it that its users will be hard-pressed
not to come away with a few more

things to read, in case they can't foresee
a quick trip to one or another of the libraries herein described-and, more
especially, in case they can.
One would like to see a discussion,
perhaps from the volume's editor, of
the mechanics of this undertaking.
There ought to be a good number of
libraries-whether on local, regional,
or, as in this instance, national ba.'ies-

taking a good long look toward their
neighbors and then taking this Directory as a model for the creation of their
own. One rather suspects Williams of
having a word or two worth saying to
the initiators of such projects; on the
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evidence of this work, his words would
be worth attention.-Daniel Traister,
University oj Pen IIsylva nia.

NOTICES
Britt, Judith S. Nothing More Agreeable: Music in George Washington's
Family. Mount Vernon, Va.: The
Mount Vernon Ladies' Association,
1984. illus., bibliog., index, 120p.
$6.95. (Order from: Mount Vernon
Ladies' Association, Mount Vernon,
VA,22121.)
Although George Washington
was not musical himself (the author
disproves the myth that he played the
flute), the nation's first president desired the children in his household to
receive training in music. His granddaughter, Eleanor Parke Custis Lewis,
became an accomplished amateur performer on keyboard and guitar. Draw-
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ing on manuscript materials from the
collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies
Association and other printed and
manuscript sources, Judith S. Britt
demonstrates that musical activity in
the home of a prosperous tidewater
plantation owner in the United States
during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries was a source of occupation for young people and entertainment for the family and its guests.
Carefully chosen illustrations (including eight color plates) from several
coll ections show pertinent people,
places, and music. An introductory genealogy sorts out the four generations
of Washingtons and Custises who lived
at Mount Vernon. End matter includes
detailed descriptions of the extant instruments; a repertoire list of printed
and manuscript music which belonged
to the Mount Vernon family; and exhaustive endnotes giving page by page
manuscript and printed references.

The book has been laVishly produced, but its narrow, upright format
and paper binding may make it difficult both to store and to use. -Leslie C.
Hubbell, Silver Spring, Maryland .
Greetham, D .C., and W. Speed Hill,
cds. Text: Transactions of the Society for Textual Scholarship , 1 for
1981. New York : AMS Press, 1984.
ISBN 0-404-62550-9 (VoU: 0-404·
62551-7); ISSN 0736-3974.
The Society for Textual Scholarship was founded in 1979 and is "devoted to the interdisciplinary discussion of textual theory and practice"
(p.337) . Up to this time, the major
publication of the Society is Text. It is
made up from papers given at the Society's biennial conferences and from
contributions submitted independently by textual scholars and bibliographers. This first issue is a propitious
beginning. The in itial essay is the
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"Presidential Address " given by G.
Thomas T anselle at thl' I!JR I conference. He not onl y rem inds readers of
the centuries-old and varied textual
traditions of hihlical and classical editing but that tex tual tramanissioJ1 embraces every act of hllman commtlnication:

"Textual problems arc not limit ed
to literature. or even to all verhal communication in w ritt en or printed form .

Problems of textual transm i.">sioJ1 arise
in oralliterturc, in musk. in sound recording.'\. in films. in engravings and

etchings. The im ages of visual art , the
sounds of aural art. a rc texts, just as the

written and printed words and punctuation of manuscripts and hooks arc
texts." (p. l)
This all-en compass ing view of
texts is matched by the wide variety of
essays that follow Tanselle', remarks.
The essays range from fe-eval uations of
traditional methods of editing classical
texts to problems facing editors of earl y
music and twentieth-century prose fiction. Nearly every essay calls for ways
to find common methodologies and
common language so editors in different areas can benefit in solving the editorial prohlems they face . Several writers discuss the historical traditions of
textual scholarship that are the found ati ons of toda y's tex tual w ork traditions that are perhaps too little
kno wn , understood and appreciated
by many practicing editors. The most
strongly voiced remarks are those made
in defense of traditional scholarship,
such as editing, philolo!,'Y, and bibliography, in opposition to the practice of
modern literary critics. All of the essays
will provide much thought for manuscript curators and rare book librarians
in their day-to-day work in collection
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development and collection preservation.

Harrod, Leonard Montague. Harrod's
Librariam' Glo.<l'ary of Terms Used
;U /...i!J rariallship. Doc um elltatiol1
alld the Book Crafts. 5th edition revised and updat ed hy Ray Prythcrch. Aldershot and Brookfield,
Vt. : Gower, 1984. 86 11" $69 .95 .
ISBN 0-566-03460-3.
Harrod 's GIO-l-sary has for many
years been the most comprehensive list
of library and related terms puhlished
in English. This revised fifth edition reta ins the breadth of ea rlier editions.
I'rytherch has "revised 700 entries and
added some 300 new terms" (p. viii),
mainly in the area" of automation, telecom municati o ns and information

technology. At the same time he keeps
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many of the terms from the fields of
bibliography, the book arts and conservation (though Latin place names disappeared in the fourth edition). Prytherch also provides encapsulated
histories of rare book and manuscript
libraries such as the Folger, Newberry,
Huntington, and John Rylands. Because it contains a great number of
terms with easy-to-read, concise definitions, Glossary remains one of the
first reference books to which archivists
and librarians turn for ready reference
answers.

Korey, Marie Elena. The Wolf Years:
The Renascence of The Library
Company
of
Philadelphia
1952-1984. Philadelphia: The Library Company, 1984 . illus. 30p.
$2.00 (plus $1.00 postage).

Business
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For the novice rare book librarian
or manuscript curator there are too few

biographical accounts of how successfullibrarians provided vision and leadership to the libraries under their direction. Marie Elena Korey's essay on
Edwin Wolf 2d's successful tenure at
the Library Company is a delightful
and informative exception. It is a story
that highlights Wolfs thorough knowledge of the world of books and manuscripts, his love for Philadelphia and its
rich cultural heritage, his desire to preserve and gain control of the resources
of an important research library, and
his luck and determination. Threaded
through the story are books and manuscripts, and more books and manuscripts, illustrating once again that
original resource materials-with devoted staff-are essential for building
outstanding research libraries.
It would have helped readers not
familiar with the Library Company to
have had labeled illustrative photographs, otherwise the work is a gem of
design and lucid writing.
Lincoln , Alan Jay. Crime in the Library. New York: R.R. Bowker,
1984. 179p. $29.95 . LC 83-22288.
ISBN 0-8352-1863-5.
Theft of library materials has
risen sharply during the past twenty
years . Most severely affected have been
public and academic libraries with
easy access to open collections. At the
same time there have also been a few
spectacular thefts (and mutilations) of
rare books, manuscripts and maps
housed in stack areas not accessible to
the public. For the librarians and curators in char ge of either closed or open
collections the dimensions of the prob-
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lem of theft can be "norm,,", and the
reasons behind it co mpl ex.
Crime iii th e Lihrary provide, a
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thorough, IIp-ta-da te discussion of the
size and callSc.s of many kinds of library
crime, with special attention paid to
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theft and mutilation. The theoretical
discussions are buttressed with practical suggestions, especially Chapter 6,
"Protecting the Library," which has a
comprehensive Security Checklist that
can be used to evalu ate security arrangements in an archive or library.

EXHIBITION CATALOGUES
Anninger, Anne, compo Spanish and
Portuguese 16th Century Books in
the Department oj Printing and
Graphic Arts: A Description oj an
Exhibition and a Bibliographical
Catalogue oj the Collection. Cambridge, Mass.: Houghton Library.
1985. illus., indexes. x, 94p. $15.
(Order from: Dep't of Printing and
Graphic Arts, Houghton Library,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
MA 02138).
The books included in this cata-

logue were part of the great legacy of
outstanding illustrated books of the sixteenth century that the late Philip Hofer collected and gave to the Houghton
Library at Harvard University. The
Spanish and Portuguese books are
fewer in number than the French and
Italian holdings in the collection, a fact
that Anne Anninger has taken advantage of in her dual-purpose catalogue.
Her first purpose is to present notable
high spots from the collection, for
which she selected forty titles for illustrated and extended discussion. The
reader cannot help but be impressed by
the 1502 Jorge Coci edition of Livy's
Las quatorze decades with its fourcolor printed title-page, and the "first
Spanish edition of one of the first Spanish cookery books" (p.15), Roberto de
Nola's Libra de cozina .
Anninger's second purpose is to
provide information about all 210
books in the collection. Her detailed
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bibliographical descriptions include
fold and page collations. title and colo·
phon information. provenance. names

of editors and translators. and bihlio·
graphical citat ions. These det ails (combined with indexes for authors. titles.
cities and printers) mak,' Spanish ami
Portuguese 1()f1l CI',, 'urU Book .. u valll ~

able supplement to Buth Mortimcr's
catalogues of Frl'lIch J(ith Cell tllry
Books (19(;4) and Ita/iall 16th Cen tllry
Books (1974).
Hall, Holley, ed. JOII1('S M {,Tri l/. Poet.
St. Louis, Mo.: Washington Univer-

sity Lihraries. 19R5. illus., index.
331'. $4.00. (Order from: Special
Collections. University Libraries,
Washington University, St. Louis,
MO 63130) .
One of the most satisfying experiences that com"" from reading exhibition catalogues is in being reminded
that there are important resources for

research everywhere in the United
States. An excellent example can be
found in the Special Collections in the
Washington University Library,
which has a Modern Literature Collection that "now encompasses the work
of 115 authors" (1' .3) . An important
part of that collection is the book, anthologies, translations, and periodicals
containing the poetry of James Merrill.
Especially noteworthy are the manuscripts holdings: they comprise "thousands of pages of worksheets, early
notebooks, galley proofs and ephemera" (1' .3).
Entries in this attractive catalogue
include title, place, limitation notice,

printer, and extensive biographicalliterary information. The index is welcome and useful.
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Sedwick, Judith. W07llell of Courage:
An Exhibition of Photographs. Cambridge, Mass.: Radcliffe College,
1984. illus. 64p . $5.95 (plus $1.00
postage). (Order from: Schlesinger
Library, Radcliffe College, 10 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138).
This beautiful catalogue was compiled for a traveling exhibition that has
(or will have) been shown in a dozen
major American citie.'i from coast to

coast. It contains biographical sketches
und photographs (in black and white
and in color) of "older Black women
. . . many already in their 70s, 80s and
90s." The photographers and editors
have been singularly successful in portraying the dignity and strength of
seventy-one Black women who have
worked long and hard-and often
unnoticed-in every avenue of human
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endeavor. The catalogue reflects an
imaginative collection development
program; and, not least, it enables the
reader to take the exhibition home for
permanent enjoyment and reflection.
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